At Johns Hopkins University, our goal is to attract and retain the highest quality candidates for faculty and senior executive positions. Dual Career Services assists accompanying spouses and partners in securing employment by making connections and referrals both within Hopkins and the surrounding community.

“My passion for working within Dual Career Services stems from my familiarity with the journey my clients are on. I have relocated on two occasions to support my spouse in his career and we now call Baltimore home.”

Heather Andersen, PHR
Dual Career Services Specialist
Office of the Provost | Office of Faculty Affairs
3400 N Charles St, 266 Garland Hall
Baltimore, MD 21218
410.516.0215
dualcareers@jhu.edu
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Johns Hopkins University faculty are among the most passionate, dedicated, and talented people in the world motivated by a culture of fearless enthusiasm and pursuit of knowledge. Their efforts have led to advances that include the first color photograph of Earth taken from space, the research that led to child safety restraint laws, and the system of water purification by chlorination which has been adopted by every major municipal and industrial water supply system in the country and many other parts of the world.

We are the nation’s first research university founded in 1876 on the principle that by pursuing big ideas and sharing what we learn with others, we make the world a better place. Since 1980, JHU has ranked No. 1 in higher education research spending according to the National Science Foundation.

As the largest private employer in Maryland, employing more than 47,000 individuals, Johns Hopkins (university and health system) offers many employment and career opportunities. Dual Career Services supports accompanying spouses and partners of faculty and senior executives in identifying and pursuing job opportunities within the university as well as throughout the Baltimore/Washington region.

"Dual Career Services was instrumental in introducing me to to individuals and making connections in the community that I couldn’t have made otherwise."

DUAL CAREER SERVICES PROGRAM

We will help facilitate your job search by providing networking opportunities, informational interviews, and job referrals at Hopkins and in the community. Although we cannot provide a guarantee of job placement, we are committed to assisting you in locating employment opportunities by offering information, personal assistance and support. We can refer you to relocation companies and connect you to local realtors who can assist with home buying or rental options. In addition, we can provide you with information on neighborhoods, schools, childcare, arts & entertainment, and other topics of interest.

Opportunities within Johns Hopkins University

The Dual Career Services Specialist provides assistance in navigating opportunities within the university by making introductions and scheduling informational interviews. Individuals may also utilize jobs.jhu.edu and facultyjobs.jhu.edu to search open positions.

Opportunities within the greater community

We offer assistance to those considering employment options outside the Hopkins enterprise in the surrounding Baltimore/Washington Region by leveraging our network of connections to make introductions.

"JHU’s Dual Career Services program gave us confidence that we would be able to pursue our chosen professions together in an amazing environment."

BALTIMORE

There’s a buzz about Baltimore that makes people fall in love with its vibe. With the world-famous Inner Harbor; renowned museums and attractions; award-winning restaurants; a locally loved music scene, and hip and historic neighborhoods, you’ll find an authentic American city.

With hundreds of identified districts, Baltimore has sometimes been dubbed “a city of neighborhoods,” but is more commonly known as “Charm City.” The talents of writers Edgar Allan Poe and H.L. Mencken, musician James Hubert “Eubie” Blake, and singer Billie Holiday influenced it; each called Baltimore “home.” Baltimoreans take pride in their city, boasting one of the most remarkable transformations in history. Yet, they continue to welcome and amaze visitors with “down to earth, small town” spirit and hospitality.